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Introduction

The three major classical works on Ayurveda viz., Charaka Samhita, Susruta
Samhita and Ashtanga Hridaya of Vagbhata are combinedly known as Vriddhatrayi.
Charaka Samhita. 'as originally written by Agnivesa is a book on Kayachikitsa and Susruta
Samhita, a text book mainly devoted to surgery as preached by Dhanvantari Divodasa.
The disciples of these two schools are usually denominated as physicians and surgeons
who occasionally do not concur with each other regarding some of the important medical
thoughts. Though stated as an abbreviation of Ashtanga Sangraha, Vagbhata's Ashtanga
Hridaya is almost based on the theories as explained by the Atreya school. A number of
Ayurvedic scholars have written commentaries on these three classics. But the person
who has written commentaries on all these three books should be considered as a great
scholar and an extraordinary genius as far as Ayurveda is concerned. Such a genius is
Jajjata who is chronologically after Bhattara Harichandra and Swamikumara.

The orthography of the name Jajjata varies widely: "Jajjata" according to the
colophons of the preserved parts of his commentary on Charaka Samhita; "Jarjata"
according to the Ashtanga Sangraha, Trichur edition; "Jejjata" according to the following
people: (1) Gayadasa in Susruta Nidan, (2) Chakrapanidatta, (3) Dalhana, (4) Vijaya-
rakshita, (5) Vachaspathi, (6) Hedmadri etc; "Jejjhata" as mentioned by Dalhana in some
places; "Jejjada" according to Nischalakara ; "Jaijjata" according to Susruta Samhita
with Dalhana's commentary edited by Jivananda Vidyasagar, 1889, Hoernle and Jolly;
"Jaijjhata" according to Roth referred by Jolly and "Jaiyyata" according to Das Gupta.
Jajjata was also quoted as "Jada" about 5 times in the manuscript of Gayadasa's com-
mentary on Susruta Samhita, Sarirasthana. Since the letters 'Ja' and 'Va' are phonetically
interchangeable, some historians agree that the names "Jajjata" and "Jayyata" indicate
the same person. A study of these different names by which Jajjata has been mentioned
will lead us to conclude that these differences in the spellings and pronunciations of the
name are only because of the differences in the languages of these people who wrote his
name.

Chandrata refers to Jajjata in the beginning of his commentary on Tisata's Chikitsa
Kalika: "As there exist "the commentaries of Harichandra and the learned Jajjata it is
sheer presumptuousness for anyone else to attempt to comment on the texts of Ayurveda".
Chandrata also states that he consulted Jajjata's commentary on Sursuta Samhita before
he wrote his Susruta Patha Suddhi. Vrinda referred to Jajjata as a commentator of
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Charaka Samhita. Chakrapani Datta has referred to Jajjata in his famous commentary
Ayurveda Deepika of Charaka Samhita. Dalhana states in the beginning of his com-
mentary Nibandha Sangraha of Susruta Samhita, that he referred to the commentary of
Jajjata on Susruta Samhita before starting his own commentary. Vijayarakshita men-
tions Jajjata's name along with Bhattara Harichandra and others, whose commentaries
he referred before writing his Madhukosavyakhya of Madhava Nidana. Hcmadri has
also referred to Jajjata as a commentator of Susruta Samhita in his Ayurve.la Rasayana
of Ashtanga Hridaya.

His Parentage

There are two controversial statements regarding the relationship between Jajjata
and Kayyata. Some scholars believe that Jajjata was the son of Kayyata. But Haridatta
Shastri in his introduction to Charaka Samhita observes that Kayyata, in his introduction
to his commentary on the Mahabhashya, stated that he is a son of Jayyata. Here again
phonetical interchangeability of letters "Ja" and "Ya" has been resorted to explain that
Jajjata and Jayyata indicate the same person. According to Indian tradition there is always
a possibility of a grand-son being named after his grand father. Therefore even though
Kayyata has stated that he is the son of Jayyata, it is still acceptable that the name of the
father of Jajjata might be Kayyata.

It has been suggested that Jajjata is a Kashmirian, because the "Ta" ending of
names is very common among the Kashmirians e.g. Kayyata, Mammata and others. This
particular "Ta" ending is also noticed in the names of the inhabitants of Sind or Sindhudesa
e.g. Vagbhata, Tisata, Chandrata etc. Since Jajjata himself has stated that he was a student
of Vagbhata, there is every possibility that Jajjata may also belong to Sindhu. It is also a
fact that Vagbhata, who had divided and classified the Ayurveda into 8 parts, was well
known as an author of Ashtanga Hridaya and therefore some scholars have surmised that
Jajjata being a Kashmirian did travel down to Sindhu to study under Yagbhata. But it is
very difficult to accept that one person, however strongly desirous of studying Ayurveda,
travelling such a long distance through the country of barbarous Mlecchas and Sakas who
were then reigning the Sindhu region.

The internal evidence, wherein Jajjata compared the opinions of the physicians of
Kashmira and Sindhudesa supports the view that Jajjata was a Kashmirian.

His Preceptor and Place of Education :

In his Nirantarapadavyakhya of Charaka Samhita, Jajjata has clearly stated that he
was the disciple of "Mahajahnupati Sri Vahata", at the end of the 4th chapter of Charaka
Chikitsa. From this statement arise two important questions :-

(1) What does the word "Mahajahnupati" explain?
(2) Whether "Vahata" and "Vagbhata" are the same persons?
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The word "Pati" is usually used to explain either the Husband or the King. Therefore
it is not clear whether the word"Mahajahnu" denotes Kingdom/City or the name of the
wife of Vahata who might have been famous like her husband. According to Bhattacharya,
"Mahajahnu" is a town in Sindhudesa which has been recognised as a place now called as
"Majhanda" about 50 miles away from Hyderabad (Pakistan), on the West Bank of the
River Indus.

Both Vagbhata-I and Vagbhata-II were never mentioned as "Mahajahnupati".
Therefore, it is very difficult to decide whether Vahata as the Preceptor of Jajjata, be consi-
dered as anyone of the famous Vagbhatas. Jajjata has always referred to Vagbhata by his
name only. If Vagbhata was his preceptor, with due reverence for him, Jajjata would have
added either "Guru" or "Acharya" as a prefix. Even the statement "Shri Vahata Sishyasya
Jajjatasya" is also not available throughout the commentary and therefore casts doubt
whether Jajjata was really a student of even Vahata. Based on this arguement some histo-
rians do not accept Vagbhata as the preceptor of Jajjata.

The place of education of Jajjata is entirely dependant upon the decision taken about
the identity of his preceptor. Since the date of Vagbhata i.e. about 7th century and during
this period only, the Yavanas have successfully invaded India from the Western regions.
Some scholars believe that Vagbhata being an inhabitant of Sindhudesa and a famous phy-
sician, was invited/migrated to the court of Vikramaditya of Ujjayini to be installed as one of
the "Nine Gems". This is also supported by the similarities between some of the passages
in Vrihat Samhita ofVaraharnihira and some passages of the Ashtanga Hridaya ofVagbhata.
P.V. Sharma considers that Vagbhata was instalJed as Dhanvantari one of the Nine Gems
of the court of Vikramaditya. But here again arises the question of the identity of Vikra-
maditya and related problem of fixation of dates.

If it can be accepted that Vagbhata was the preceptor of Jajjata and Jajjata belonged
to Sindhudesa only, we can safely conclude that the place of education of Jajjata is Sindhu-
desa but not Ujjayini.

His Date:

Jajjata's date seems to be linked with the date of Vagbhata-Il. Jajjata has quoted
Bhattara Harichandra in his Nirantarapadavyakhya. Therefore he should be posterior
to the latter. Bhattara Harichandra's date has been fixed as 6th century A.D. Jajjata has
quoted Dridhabala also.

Chandrata the grand-son of Vagbhata-Il revised Susruta Samhita on the basis of the
Susrutatika of Jajjata. Chand rata, being the grand-son of Vagbhata-Il, must have lived in
the end of 9th century A.D. But Hoernle dates him in 1000 A.D. But whatever may be
the date of Chandrata, Jajjata must definitely be anterior to him. Therefore, to narrow
down the limits, Jajjata should have flourished between 6th century and 9th century. If
Jajjata's preceptor is accepted as Vagbhata- II, who would have flourished earlier than the date

/
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of the visit of Itsing to India i.e. 675 A. D. 685 A.D., Jajjata's date also should be decided as
being early 7th century.

His Religion and Philosophy:

Two references are usually quoted to show that Jajjata was a Buddhist.

(1) He being the student of Vagbhata who was also conside.cd as a Buddhist
There is a statement by Rudraparasava, the Editor of Ashtanga Sangr.ilri with Indu's
commentary. He quotes a "Universally known" meditation stanza, which describes
Vagbhata while he was teaching his disciples, lndu and Jajjata etc: "I steadily meditate on
Vagbhata: the tassel of his beard-hair dangling (and) the brightness of his complexion re-
sembling a lotus; always instructing his medical pupils Indu, Jajjata et al; the splender of his
sacred thread being (but) slightly visible, distinguished (as he is) by a spotless coat reaching
down to his ankles; aloe-sap being in his throat (and) his eyes bedaubed". Whatever may be
the authenticity of this stanza it clearly explains that Vagbhata was never a Buddhist.

The dangling tassel of the beard-hair and the sacred thread are the signs of a Hindu
but never those of a Buddhist. Therefore Jajjata also should have been a Hindu. Further
it should be noted that Jajjata, being the author of Susrutatika of Susruta Samhita, should
have been a famous surgeon, who professionally had to inflict painful wounds on human
beings which act is against the philosophy of Buddhism.

(2) Some scholars quote a statement of Jajjata as stated by Dalhana wherein he is
supposed to have refuted the existence of God. This statement is also in line with the
philosophy of Buddhism. But this refutation of the existence of God by lajjata is on the
lines of the Sankhya philosophy on which Ayurveda is mainly based. Therefore Jajjata
should not be considered as a Buddhist.

His Works:

(I) Nirantarapadavyakhya on Charaka Samhita: This commentary of Jajjata on
Charaka Samhita seems to be the effort of the original genius. Even though the Charaka
Samhita was redacted by Dridhabala by the time of Jajjata, Jajjata seems to have referred to
the original Agnivesa Tantra only for writing his commentary. Jajjata has quoted some verses
which were not found in Charaka Samhita and hence it is possible that he must have quoted
these verses from the original Agnivesa Tantra, which must have been available in his days.
If Agnivesa Tantra is extant even to the time of Jajjata, the pertinent question is about
the necessity to redact the classic both by Charaka and Dridhabala.

The originality of expression of Jajjata in Nirantarapadavyakhya was possibly based
on his knowledge of the Sanskrit language gained from his father, Kayyata, a famous
grammarian. This has also attracted attention of the later commentators of Charaka
Samhita. The later authorities like Bhavamisra, Saragadhara and others have almost
quoted Jajjata verbatim in their texts.
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A close study of Jajjata's commentary of Charaka Samhita may possibly help in
solving the problem of the difference of opinion regarding the portion of Chikitsa Sthana
that has been restored by Dridhabala. Dridhabala has clearly stated in the last chapter of
Chikitsa Sthana that 17 chapters which were composed by Agnivesa and later revised by
Charaka have not been found and therefore were reconstructed to complete the work, but
without giving any indication as to which 17 chapters were redacted by him. For solving
this problem we have only to depend upon the statements of the commentators. It is accep-
ted universally that the first 8 chapters of Chikitsa Sthana have been redacted by Charaka.
The identification of the remaining 5 chapters which were stated to be redacted by Charaka
need some elucidation. Chakrapani, in his commentary on 9th and 30th chapters of
Chikitsa Sthana has stated that the remaining 5 chapters of Charaka are Arsas, Atisara,
Visarpa. Madatyaya and Dvivraniya. Jajjata has clearly stated in the commentaries of
Madatyaya and Dvivraniya chapters that these two have been redacted by Charaka. But
a difference of opinion was expressed in the commentary on the 30th chapter of Chikitsa
Sthana, that the last 17 chapters were redacted by Dridhabala, If the order of the chapters
of different Sthanas of Charaka Sarnhita as detailed in the end of Sutra Sthana is considered
as genuine, the last 17 chapters of Chikitsa Sthana cannot be accepted as redacted by Drid-
habala. Yadavji and the scholars or Shree Gulabkunverba Ayurvedic Society, Jamnagar
have discussed the problem in the introductions of the books edited by them. But even
though they have accepted that Visha Chikitsa was redacted by Dridhabala and Dvivraniya
by Charaka, it is not clear why the colophons of these chapters indicate differently. Hari-
datta Sastri in the book edited by him has deleted the word "Aprapte Dridhabala Sarnpurite"
or "Aprapte Dridhabala Pratisarnskrite" in the colophons of the respective chapters.
Narendranatha Sengupta and Balaichandra Sengupta have taken the first 13 chapters of
Chikitsa Sthana as redacted by Charaka and the remaining by Dridhabala,

Jajjata referred to the following medical authors and books in his Nirantarapada-
vyakhya, in addition to Vedas, Manu and some Grammarians :-

(A) Authors :

(1) Susruta.
(2) Dridhabala.
(3) Jatukarna.
(4) Ksharapani.
(5) Daruvaha.
(6) Harita.
(7) Sivasaindhava.
(8) Ashadhavarma.
(9) Bhattara Harichandra.

(10) Bhela.
(11) Kharanada.
(12) Himadatta.
(13) Swamidasa.
(14) Bhoja.
(15) Parasara.
(16) Vaishnava.
(17) Paitamaha.
(18) Celladeva.

(B) Books:

(l) Agnivesa Tantra.
(2) Bhaluki Taatra,
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An incomplete portion of this Nirantarapadavyakhya of Jajjata is preserved in the G.O. M. L.
Madras in a paper manuscript form (R 2983). The character of the manuscript is Mala-
yalam. Another copy, which is also incomplete and written in Devanagari script, is pre-
served in the Government Manuscripts Library, Trivandrum.A revised work of this com-
mentary was published by Vaidya Haridatta Shastri from Lahore in 1940. In this published
work the Nirantarapadavyakhya for the following sections only is available :-

Chao Chi. 1(3)-32 to Chao Chi. 3-289; Chi. 3-311 to 5-73; 23-\60 to 26-10; 27-83 to 30-132;
30-288 to 312; Chao Ka. I-I to 1-4; Chao Si. 3-8 to 7-32.

(2) Susrutatika on Susruta Samhita: This commentary on Susruta Samhita by
Jajjata has been referred to by Chandrata before he wrote his Susruta Pathasuddhi. This
Susrutatika has been referred by both Dalhana and Hemadri. But this commentary is
not presently available for the benefit of the Ayurvedic Scholars.

(3) In his introduction to Ashtanga Hridaya, Harisastri Paradkar states that Jajjata
has written a commentary on Ashtanga Hridaya also. It is also justifiable for Jajjata to
write a commentary on Ashtanga Hridaya which was written by his preceptor Vagbhata.
This commentary also is not presently available.

SUMMARY

Jajjata was a famous Ayurvedic scholar who expressed his genius by writing com-
mentaries on the three major classical works of Ayurveda viz., Charaka Samhita, Susruta
Samhita and Ashtanga Hridaya. Chronologically he is after Bhattara Harichandra and
Swami Kumara. The orthography of the name of Jajjata varies widely. This difference
is probably due to the difference in the languages of the authors who referred to him.
Chand rata, Vrinda, Chakrapanidatta, Dalhana, Vijayarakshita and Hemadri referred to
Jajjata's commentaries on Charaka Samhita and Susruta Samhita.

Kayyata the famous grammarian was considered to be the father of Jajjata. There
was a dispute about the nativity of Jajjata. Some scholars considered him to be a Kashmi-
rian and others as an inhabitant of Sindhudesa. But the internal evidence, wherein Jajjata
compared the opinions of the physicians of Kashmira and Sindhudesa, Jajjata was a
Kashmirian.

Jajjata himself stated that he was the disciple of "Mahajahnupati Sri Vahata". Since
both Vagbhata-l and Vagbhata-II were never mentioned as Mahajahnupati, it is very
difficult to decide the identity of this preceptor of Jajjata. Further Jajjata has always
referred to Vagbhata by his name only. If Jajjata's preceptor was considered as Vagbhata-
-II, the place of education of Jajjata will definitely be Sindhudesa only.

Jajjata's date is linked with the date of Vagbhata-Il. Since Jajjata has quoted
Bhattara Harichandra and Dridhabala and Chandrata revised Susruta Samhita on the basis
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of the Susrutatika of Jajjata, Jajjata should have flourished during the early 7th century
A.D. Regarding the religion, Jajjata can be considered as a Hindu but never as a Buddhist.

Even though the Nirantarapadavyakhya is not completely available, this commentary
IS considered as an authority and has been referred by later commentators of Charaka
Samhita. Some of the later authorities like Bhavamisra and Sarngadhara have almost
quoted Jajjata verbatim in their texts. Since Jajjata quoted some verses which were not
found in Charaka Samhita, it is considered possibly that these verses must have been from
the original Agnivesa Tantra which was extant in his days. A close study of Nirantarapa-
davyakhya will help in solving the problem of the difference of opinion regarding the portion
of Chikitsa Sthana of Charaka Samhita, that has been restored by Dridhabala. Jajjata
referred to many medical authors and also books in his Nirantarapadavyakhya in addition
to Vedas, Manu and some grammarians. Susrutatika on Susruta Samhita and a commen-
tary on Ashtanga Hridaya by Jajjata are not presently available for the benefit of the
Ayurvedic scholars.
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